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Abstract. While numerically solving a problem initially formulated on an unbounded domain, one typically
truncates this domain, which necessitates setting the artificial boundary conditions (ABC's) at the newly formed
external boundary. The issue of setting the ABC's appears to be most significant in many areas of scientific comput-
ing, for example, in problems originating from acoustics, electrodynamics, solid mechanics, and fluid dynamics. In
paxticular, in computational fluid dynamics (where external problems present a wide class of practically important
formulations) the proper treatment of external boundazies may have a profound impact on the overall quality and
performance of numerical algorithms.
Most of the currently used techniques for setting the ABC's can basically be classified into two groups. The
methods from the first group (global ABC's) usually provide high accuracy and robustness of the numerical procedure
but often appear to be fairly cumbersome and (computationally) expensive. The methods from the second group
(local ABC's) are, as a rule, algorithmically simple, numerically cheap, and geometrically universal; however, they
usually lack accuracy of computations. In this paper we first present a survey and provide a comparative assessment
of different existing methods for constructing the ABC's. Then, we describe a relatively new ABC's technique of ours
and review the corresponding results. This new technique, in our opinion, is currently one of the most promising in
the field. It enables one to construct such ABC's that combine the advantages relevant to the two aforementioned
classes of existing methods.
Our approach is based on application of the difference potentials method attributable to V. S. Ryaben'kii. This
approach allows us to obtain highly accurate ABC's in the form of certain (nonlocal) boundary operator equations.
The operators involved are analogous to the pseudodifferential boundary projections first introduced by A. P. Calderon
and then also studied by R. T. Seeley. The apparatus of the boundary pseudodifferential equations, which has formerly
been used mostly in the qualitative theory of integral equations and PDE's, is now effectively employed for developing
numerical methods in the different fields of scientific computing.
Key words, infinite-domain problems, artificial boundary conditions, pseudodifferential equations, difference
potentials method, auxiliary problem, boundary equations with projections.
AMS subject classifications. 65-02, 31C20, 65N99, 76M25
1. Introduction. Artificial boundary conditions (ABC's) furnish a widely used approach for
the numerical treatment of boundary-value problems initially formulated on unbounded domains.
These boundary conditions are typically set at the external boundary of a finite computational
domain once the latter is obtained from the original unbounded domain by means of truncation.
Implementation of the ABC's enables completion of the "truncated problem" and, therefore, makes
this problem available for solution on the computer.
For almost any problem formulated on an unbounded domain, there are, generally speaking,
many different ways of closing its truncated counterpart. In other words, the choice of the ABC's
is never unique. Clearly, the minimal necessary requirement of ABC's is to ensure the solvability
of truncated problem. If, however, we restrict ourselves to this requirement only, then we cannot
guarantee that the solution found inside the computational domain will be anywhere close to the
corresponding fragment of the solution to the original (infinite-domain) problem. Therefore, we
must additionally require of the ABC's that the two solutions be in a certain sense close to each
other on the truncated domain. An ideal case here would obviously be an exact coincidence of
these two solutions, which leads us to formulating the concept of exact ABC's. Namely, we will
refer to the ABC's as being exact if one can complement the solution calculated inside the finite
computational domain to its infinite exterior so that the original problem is solved. The concept
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of exact ABC's appears to be useful for the theoretical analysis of infinite-domain problems.
To provide a simple one-dimensional (1D) example of exact ABC's, we consider a half-line
problem with the compactly supported right-hand side (RHS):
(1.1a) d2udx 2 #2u = f, x >_ O,
supp f(x) C [0, X),
(1.1b) u(0) = 0,
(1.1c) u(z) _ O, as z ----* +oo.
Equation (1.1a) is homogeneous for x > X; therefore, it has (for x > X) two eigensolutions.
The first eigensolution vanishes as x ----. +oo and the second one infinitely grows as x --_ +oo.
Boundary condition (1.1c) can be met iff the increasing mode (eigensolution) u(i)(z) = eM= does
not contribute to the solution of (1.1a) on the entire semi-infinite interval [X, +oo). To prohibit
this growing mode and to admit only the decaying one, u(2)(x) = e-M=, we use the following
first-order homogeneous differential relation:
du I_[u ==x = O,(1.2) +
which obviously provides us a desirable exact ABC at the artificial boundary x = X. Let us
emphasize that relation (1.2) exactly transfers boundary condition (1.1c) from infinity to the finite
boundary x = X. In other words, (1.2) adequately takes into account the structure of the solution
to (1.1)from outside the finite interval [0, X] without explicitly calculating this solution.
Although the above example provides some understanding of exact ABC's, it is still not com-
prehensive because of its 1D nature. Therefore, let us consider the following two-dimensional (2D)
problem for the Poisson equation (see also [1]):
(1.3a) 1 0 (rOU'_ 1 02ufor \ Or] + r 2002 - f(r,O), r>_O, O<_O<2r,
(1.3b)
supp f(r, 0) C B C {r < Ro},
u(r, 0) _ 0, as
/Bf(r, 8)rdrdO = O,
Again, equation (1.3a) is homogeneous for r _> R0. Fourier transforming (1.3a) with respect to 0
for r >_ Ro, we obtain
(1.4)
rdr \ dr /-_-uk=0' r>_R0, k=0,±l,±2,...
To satisfy (1.3b), we must prohibit the increasing eigensolution of (1.4), fi(1)(r) = r ]kl, on the
entire semi-infinite interval [R0, +cx_) for k = ±1, ±2,... and allow there only the decaying mode
fi_2)(r ) = r-lk]. For k = 0, we must prohibit both eigensolutions of (1.4), fi(1) = const and
fi(o2) = lnr. Therefore, the following countable set of relations
(1.ha) ditk _=m Ikldr + ilk =0, k=0,±1,4-2,...,
r r=Ro
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(1.5b) fi0(R0) = 0,
constitutes here the exact ABC's at the artificial boundary r = R0. One can easily make sure that
boundary conditions (1.5) are spatially nonlocal (in the original variables). Indeed, since (1.ba)
contains an absolute value of the wavenumber k, an inverse Fourier transform of (1.5) yields a
nonlocal expression with some pseudodifferential operator (_DO).
We emphasize here that the situation illustrated in the last example is fairly general. For many
different problems, including those that originate from applications (e.g., from continuous media
mechanics or from electrodynamics), the exact ABC's are nonlocal (except in some trivial, e.g., 1D,
cases). In fact, the nonlocal character is one of the most essential features of exact ABC's. Another
essential feature is that in a vast majority of cases such boundary conditions can be derived easily
only for some particular geometries. Indeed, returning to the second example above we see that if
the shape of artificial boundary were not circular, then the direct implementation of the Fourier
transform would be impossible.
We will now briefly survey some work on ABC's conducted by different authors over the recent
years. First, we will concentrate on efforts to construct and numerically implement the exact
ABC's. As one will easily see, the main tool for constructing such boundary conditions is integral
transformations (e.g., Fourier and/or Laplace); in so doing, the artificial boundary should have
some regular shape (e.g., linear, circular, elliptic, etc.). It is also important to mention that this
group of methods applies, generally speaking, only to linear problems. Therefore, while discussing
the exact boundary conditions we mean exactness for the linear formulation. If, however, the
original problem is nonlinear, then one can often linearize it under certain conditions. For example,
linearization in the far field is a common approach in fluid dynamics. If this is really the case, we
will retain the term "exact ABC", assuming exactness within the accuracy of linearization.
In [2, 3, 4], Engquist and Majda develop the ABC's for some time-dependent problems, in
particular, for wave propagation problems (wave equation, first-order hyperbolic systems) and
for linearized potential transonic flows. Their approach is based on representing the solution as a
superposition of waves and excluding all incoming waves from the solution at the artificial boundary.
This is done exactly, using an apparatus of integral (Fourier) transformations. Note, ABC's that
employ an idea of prohibiting the incoming waves near the artificial boundary (such waves may also
be interpreted as reflected ones) are frequently called non-reflecting boundary conditions (NKBC's).
The ABC's [2, 3, 4] are based on analyzing the dispersion relations for the waves that contribute to
the solution and on constructing special dispersion relations that correspond only to the outgoing
waves to be solely left in the solution (as in the second example above, we select only the decaying
modes in transformed space). Since these special one-way dispersion relations contain non-integer
powers, ABC's [2, 3, 4] in the physical variables are formulated using _I'DO's, i.e., they appear to
be nonlocal in both space and time.
Gustafsson [5] analyzes another hyperbolic problem that is more complicated from the stand-
point of constructing the ABC's. Namely, the support of initial data is no longer concentrated
inside the computational domain (as in [2, 3, 4]) but is also permitted to spread beyond the ar-
tificial boundary. Implementation of the Laplace transform in time and the Fourier transform in
space yields in this case a nonhomogeneous (unlike [2, 3]) nonlocal exact ABC at the plane artificial
boundary. Note, both boundary conditions in [2, 3, 4] and [5] are then approximated by some local
relations for more computational convenience (see below).
Sofronov [6] considers an example of noticeable interest for the wave equation; namely, he
constructs the exact ABC's in three dimensions at the spherical artificial boundary. The approach
of [6] is based on using the Laplace transform in time and expanding the solution in space in
terms of spherical functions. For the finite-difference formulation, standard spherical functions
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aresubstituted by a specialfinite-dimensionalorthonormalbasiscalled the differencespherical
functions[7].
Note, all above-mentionedtechniquesfor the waveequation(see[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]) havestrict
limitationson theshapeofthe artificialboundary;although,theauthorof [6],for example,proposes
somerecipesfor possibleweakeningof theserequirements.
Hagstromand Keller [8] suggestto considerthe exactABC's asa characterizationof data
at the artificial boundaryin termsof belongingto certainadmissiblesubspaces.The latter are
speciallydefinedto ensurethe solvabilityof the exteriorproblem(i.e., the oneformulatedoutside
thecomputationaldomain)in aninitially prescribedclassoffunctions,e.g.,boundedor vanishingat
infinity. (Note,both the 1Dand2Dexamplesaboveprovidethis typeof classificationby selecting
only the decayingmodesas x _ oo or r _ ¢x_; see (1.2) and (1.5), respectively.) For some
problems formulated on cylinders, Hagstrom and Keller calculate these admissible subspaces on
the plane artificial boundary normal to the cylinder element. They assume that the coefficients
of partial differential equations (PDE's) in the far field depend only on the transversal but not
the longitudinal coordinate and use the separation of variables based on expanding the solution in
terms of transversal eigenfunctions. The latter appear to be the Fourier harmonics for the simplest
case of constant coefficients. In later work, Hagstrom [9, 10] and Hagstrom and Keller [11] further
develop the technique introduced in [8] and extend its applicability.
Givoli and Keller [12] propose the construction of (nonlocal) exact ABC's for the Laplace
equation and for some problems in elasticity. Their boundary conditions are based on the so-called
Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps, which express the normal derivative of the solution at the artificial
boundary in terms of boundary values of the solution itself. These maps (which sometimes are also
called the Poincar_-Steklov operators, see, e.g., [13]) are calculated in [12] analytically (using Fourier
transform) for the circular and spherical artificial boundaries. In [14], Givoli and Vigdergauz use an
apparatus of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps to construct the ABC's for the Helmholtz equation
and for the elastostatics system; the artificial boundary in [14] is composed of a semi-circle and
two semi-infinite straight lines, which is a typical geometric setup for geophysics. In [15], an
approach based on calculation of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps was extended by Givoli to treat
time-dependent problems. The method of [15] is based on the analysis of the "stationary" system
that arises on the upper time level when one integrates the time-dependent problem by a certain
implicit method. Boundary conditions [15] are nonlocal (exact) in space and local in time. Finally,
Givoli and Cohen [16] analyze an essentially time-dependent problem for the wave equation and
for the elastodynamics system. From the standpoint of constructing exact ABC's, time-dependent
problems are generally much more difficult to handle than stationary ones. Indeed, in the time-
dependent case the exact ABC's generally appear to be nonlocal in both space and time (see, e.g.,
[2, 3]). This nonlocality may cause severe computational problems, mainly due to the constantly
increasing amount of past information the numerical method must store in memory as the solution
is advanced in time. However, for particular classes of problems, e.g., for hyperbolic systems with
an odd number of space dimensions, one can use the existence of the lacunas (some explanation of
this concept is given in Section 3) and limit the required amount of past information by some fixed
value. This circumstance was effectively used by the authors of [16]. Moreover, since the Kirchoff
integrals are used in [16] for constructing the ABC's, those geometric restrictions (on the shape of
artificial boundary) that usually apply in practical calculation of the nonlocal boundary conditions
(see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]) are not encountered. On the other hand, calculation of the Kirchoff integrals
has its own limitations, namely, it requires an explicit knowledge of the fundamental solutions. We
also note that the possibility of using the lacunas to effectively reduce the required computational
effort when calculating the exact ABC's for time-dependent problems was earlier pointed out by
Ryaben'kii [17].
Gustafsson [18] and Ferm and Gustafsson [19] investigate an inviscid flow of a compressible gas
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in a duct with parallelwalls. Linearizingthe stationaryEulerequationsin thefar field andFourier
transformingtheseequationsin the cross-streamdirection, they obtain an exact nonlocalABC
at the straightoutflow boundarynormal to the duct. The ABC's [19]usethe integral principle
of conservationof massand ensurethe downstreamboundednessof the solutionup to infinity.
The authorsof [19]also justify the well-posedness of the corresponding problem if the boundary
conditions [19] are directly used to treat the time-dependent case. In [20], Ferm modifies the above
technique and obtains nonlocal ABC's for both inflow and outflow boundaries in the channel; these
boundaries are again the segments of a straight line. Moreover, an Engquist-Halpern approach [21]
is implemented in [20] to accelerate convergence of the pseudo-time iterations to a steady state.
The technique of [21] by Engquist and Halpern generally provides far-field boundary conditions for
hyperbolic PDE's. The idea is to combine exact ABC's for the spatial part of the corresponding
differential operator with some NRBC's that make the artificial boundary transparent for outgoing
waves. Numerical experiments by Ferm [20] corroborate that the Engqnist-Halpern technique of
[21] implemented on the basis of exact ABC's for the linearized stationary Euler equations can
significantly improve the convergence rate of pseudo-time iterations for duct flow problems. In [22],
Ferm proposes an analogous (to [20]) approach to construct the exact ABC's at the elliptic artificial
boundary for inviscid compressible external flow problems. In [23], he modifies the approach of
[22] to accelerate the convergence of pseudo-time iterations to steady state; since it turns out that
the Engquist-Halpern technique of [21] is not as effective for external flows [23] as it is for flows in
the duct [20], the modification proposed in [23] differs from that from [20] and is based on a slight
perturbation of the free-stream Mach number.
As mentioned in [20, 23], when solving a steady-state problem by pseudo-time iterations the
direct implementation of stationary exact ABC's may result in a relatively slow convergence. There-
fore, special acceleration techniques (see [20, 23]) are required to obtain an algorithm that would at
the same time be highly accurate (exact ABC's) and computationally effective (rapid convergence).
However, it is very interesting to mention that when implemented along with a multigrid iteration
procedure for the Euler equations (see Ferm [24]), nonlocal ABC's [22] no longer slow down the con-
vergence and therefore, do not require any additional acceleration technique (as in [23]). According
to Ferm [24], the number of multigrid cycles required for reducing the initial error by a prescribed
factor appears to be approximately the same for both ABC's [22] and some local characteristic
NRBC's (to be described below). Our own computational experience [1] supports and expands
on the above-mentioned results. Namely, a direct combined implementation of stationary exact
nonlocal ABC's [25] (see also [1]) and the multigrid iteration procedure [26, 27, 28] for integrating
the Navier-Stokes equations results in a drastic convergence acceleration (sometimes by a factor of
3) in comparison with some standard local NRBC's. Boundary conditions [25] are constructed on
the basis of the difference potentials method (DPM) proposed by Ryaben'kii [29, 30]; sections 2
and 3 below are devoted entirely to the analysis of this approach.
In [31], Verhoff, Stookesberry, and Agrawal construct ABC's for inviscid compressible external
flow computations. An interesting feature of this approach is that the Euler equations are linearized
in the far field against the constant-pressure background; however, a special change of variables
allows the nonlinear thermodynamic relations to be retained. This enables one to explicitly take
into account entropy-wake solutions (i.e., rotational effects) th£t are relevant to inviscid treatment
of the far field. Again, the Fourier transform (combined with a certain iteration technique) is used
to solve the far-field equations and to obtain the ABC's at the C-type artificial boundary that is
composed of parabohc (inflow) and linear (outflow) segments. In [32], Verhoff and Stookesberry
extend the above approach to duct problems, and in [33] Verhoff uses an analogous technique to
treat O-type configurations for circular artificial boundaries.
Among other papers devoted to constructing the (nonlocal) exact ABC:s, we mention work by
Fix and Marin [34], in which the authors solve the Helmholtz equation in an axially symmetric
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duct and construct the exactABC's on its lateral boundaryexpandingthe solution in termsof
thetrigonometricandHankelfunctions;workby Zorumski,Watson,and Hodge[35],and workby
Hodge,Zorumski,and Watson[36], in whichthe exactABC's at the planetransversalartificial
boundaryaredeveloped(again,usingthe separationof variables)for the Helmholtzequationin a
semi-infiniterectangularconstant-sectionduct; workby Watsonand Zorumski[37],in whichthe
methodof [35,36]is extendedto treat 1Dtime-periodicductacousticphenomenadescribedby the
linearizedEuler equationsin the far field; and work by Jiang and Wong [38],in whichan exact
NRBC containing@DOis obtainedat the planeartificial boundaryfor a generalsecond-order
hyperbolicequation,providedthat the correspondingdispersionrelation is known(the technique
in [38]is analogousto that in [2,3]). Natal [39]calculatesanexternalincompressibleviscousflow
pasta finite body usingthevorticity-streamfunctionformulationof the Navier-Stokesequations.
Thelinearizedequationsaresolvedoutsidethe rectangularcomputationaldomainwith the helpof
separationof variables.Theresultingsolutionis thenusedto constructthe exactnonlocalABC's
for the Poissonequationthat describesthefar-fieldstreamfunction.The boundaryconditionsfor
vorticity usedin [39]arelocal;they areproposedby Halpernin [40].Note,the far-fieldvorticity is
describedby the linearadvection-diffusionequation;the exactABC'sfor this equationarederived
in [40]usingthe cross-streamFouriertransform;then theseboundaryconditionsareapproximated
by somelocal relations(seebelow).
Clearly,the main advantageof usingthe exactABC's for computationsis the high accuracy
of the results. This statementis corroboratedin manyof the previouslymentionedpapersand
generallyremainstrueevenwhentheexactnessisregardedonlywithin theaccuracyoflinearization.
However,in reality the exactABC's canbe achievedin numericalpracticeonly rarely. A few
reasonsaccountfor that. First, ascouldbeseenfrom mostof the paperscited above,the main
apparatususedfor obtainingthe exactABC's is the integraltransforms,whichseverelylimits the
classof admissibleartificialboundaries.In practice,suchgeometriclimitations oftenappearto be
unacceptablesincethe artificial boundariesaretypically definedby the discretization,i.e., by the
grid, usedfor eachspecificcase.As arule, the grid is generatedto reflectsomeessentialgeometric
elementsof the specificproblem,for example,it canbe fitted to the (inner) solid boundary. In
so doing, the shapeof the (external)artificial boundarymay be rather complicatedand cannot
be easily modified for the convenienceof setting the ABC's. Second,evenfor thosecasesin
whichtheexactABC'scanbetheoreticallyobtained,their practicalimplementationmayencounter
seriousdifficulties,mostlybecauseof theconsiderableamountofcomputerresources(CPU timeand
memory)associatedwith the calculationof integral transforms.The correspondingrequirements
maystill be reasonablefor the steady-stateproblemsbut usuallybecometoo high for the time-
dependentones.
Theseargumentsjustify numerousattempts by differentauthorsto constructapproximate
localABC's. Onewidelyusedapproachissimplyto developlocalapproximationsto the previously
derivedexactABC's. As mentionedabove,the non.localityis usuallycausedby thefact that exact
boundaryconditionsin the transformedspacecontainsomespecialexpressions,suchas absolute
values(see(1.5a))or radicals(the latter are relevantto the one-way dispersion relations in the
wave propagation problems). Basically, each one of these special expressions is a symbol of the
@DO that arises after the inverse transform. If one develops some rational (e.g., Taylor or Pad_)
approximation to such a symbol, then the resulting boundary condition in the physical variables
acquires the form of a certain differential relation, i.e., it becomes local. The idea of constructing
rational approximations to the symbols of @DO's was implemented by many authors, e.g., Engquist
and Majda [2, 3, 4], Gustafsson [5], Jiang and Wong [38], Halpern [40]; as well as Jin and Braza
[41] for the incompressible shear flows calculation, Blaschak and Kriegsmann [42] for the Maxwell
equations (more precisely, for the Maxwell equations inside the computational domain coupled with
the wave equation in its exterior), Krbner [43] for the linearized Euler equations, and Johnsen and
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Lynch[44]for theshallowwaterproblems.Note,in theworkof JohnsenandLynch[44],theABC's
areobtainedon the basisof the Klein-Gordonequation,whichdescribesthe dispersivewaves;the
caseof dispersivewavesis alsoanalyzedby Higdonin [45].
Obviously,the ABC's obtainedusingrationalapproximationsto the symbolsof _DO's have
thesamegeometricrestrictionsasthe originalnonlocalABC's. However,thenewfeature,namely,
the locality of approximateABC's, presentsamajor advantagefor numerics.
The differencebetweennonlocalABC's and their local approximationscanbe consideredin
severaldifferentways. Of course,the first questionarisinghereis the questionof convergence.
A rigorousanalysisof the convergenceof local approximationsto the corresponding_DO's is
providedby Hagstrom[46].In particular,heshowsthat the localapproximationsusedby Engquist
andMajda [2]do convergeto the corresponding_DO's overfinite time intervals. Another useful
approachisproposedbyHigdon[47]for wavepropagationproblems.Namely,heshowsthat certain
rational approximationsto the corresponding_DO's canbe factorizedsothat the resultinglocal
ABC appearsto be exact only for the waves with some specific incident angles (rather than for
all waves, as in the case of exact ABC's). Higdon's factorization result was further generalized
by Jiang and Wong [38]. We should also mention that the ABC's by Higdon [47] are constructed
directly for the discrete formulation of the problem, on the basis of the dispersion relation for the
finite-difference scheme. This eliminates one step from the general numerical procedure, namely,
the need to discretize the continuous boundary conditions.
An alternative approach to approximating the exact ABC's consists of retaining only a few
leading terms in the far-field asymptotic expansion of the solution and then using the obtained
truncated expansion to set the ABC's. This technique may essentially reduce the required compu-
tational effort in comparison with the cost of the original exact ABC's. The idea of the above type
was employed by Sa and Chang [48] to set the ABC's for vorticity when integrating the incompress-
ible Navier-Stokes equations around a cylinder. Burkhart [49] and Burkhart et ai. [50] derive an
asymptotic expansion for the finite-difference fundamental solution of the three-dimensional Laplace
operator on a Cartesian grid and then use a few leading terms of this expansion to set the ABC's
for an external flow problem that is solved within the full-potential framework. Wubs, Boerstoel,
and Van der Wees [51] use a Fourier representation of the far-field solution to the Laplace equation
(see (1.4)) to calculate a potential flow around an airfoil. The ABC's [51] are again derived from
the first few leading terms of the expansion; as the artificial boundary approaches the airfoil, more
terms are required to maintain the accuracy. We also mention here the earlier work of Thomas and
Salas [52], in which only one leading term of the far-field potential representation is retained; this
term corresponds to the point-vortex model.
Except for approximating the exact ABC's, there are, of course, independent techniques for
constructing the approximate local ABC's. In particular, the approach introduced by Bayliss and
Turkel [53, 54, 55] and Bayliss, Gunzburger, and Turkel [56] is also based on using the far-field
asymptotic expansion of the solution. However, the authors do not directly use this expansion to
set the ABC's but construct special local differential relations that annihilate a certain number
of leading terms in the aforementioned expansion. Being applied at the artificial boundary, these
relations provide some local ABC's. It is interesting to mention that sometimes local ABC's [53, 54,
55, 56] may coincide with those obtained by means of rational approximation to the _DO symbols.
We also note that an apparatus of asymptotic expansions for constructing the approximate ABC's
was extensively used by Hagstrom [9, 10], Hagstrom and Keller [11], Hagstrom and Hariharan [57],
and Hagstrom [58].
Basically, both above-mentioned approaches to constructing local ABC's (the one based on
rational approximation to the _DO symbols and the one based on asymptotic expansion of the
solution) provide an essential simplification of the numerical algorithm compared with the direct
implementation of nonlocai ABC's, as well as a substantial reduction in the required computer effort.
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As concernsthe accuracyof computations,it generallyimprovesasthe approximateconditions
approachthe exact ones. However,one restriction,namely,the requirementthat the artificial
boundarybeof somesimpleshape,still holdshere. Moreover,manyauthorsmentionthat usage
of the approximatelocal ABC's maypoorly affectweU-posednessof the problem. In particular,
certain typesof rational approximationsto the _DO symbolsmayleadto instabilities,whereas
someotherapproximationsprovideastabletruncatedproblem.EngquistandMajda [3]givesome
examplesof both stable and unstablelocal ABC's. Trefethenand Halpern [59]investigateand
comparedifferentwaysof approximatingthe symbolof the _DO by a rational function (Pad_,
Chebyshev,least-squares)andcharacterizestability in termsof algebraicpropertiesof the rational
approximant(locationsand multiplicitiesof polesand zeros).For the caseof hyperbolicsystems
with non-zeroinitial dataoutsidethecomputationaldomain,the questionof well-posednessof the
truncatedproblemwasstudiedby Gustafsson in [5] and more extensively in [60].
Before proceeding to the description of some purely local approximate approaches, let us men-
tion here the so-called perfectly matched layer technique [61] by Berenger. In a sense, this technique
occupies an intermediate position between local and noulocal methods. The idea is to surround the
computational domain by a finite-thickness layer of a special model medium with such properties
that the outgoing electromagnetic wave rapidly attenuates in this layer. The aforementioned spe-
cial medium is matched to a vacuum so that the boundary produces no reflection for any incident
wave. On one hand, the approach of [61] is local since it does not include any global relations along
the boundary; on the other hand, it is noulocal since it requires enlargement of the computational
domain. (In this sense, the treatment of the far field proposed in [61] cannot be exactly called the
boundary conditions.) Geometrically, the shape of the computational domain studied by Berenger
is rectangular, with the sides of the rectangle aligned in the Cartesian directions. In practical terms,
the technique of [61] demonstrates its superiority for electromagnetic waves calculation over the
local boundary conditions [42] based on the Pad4 approximation.
We now describe another approach for constructing the approximate local ABC's. Because of
its algorithn_ic simplicity, low computational cost, and geometric universality, this approach has
become very popular in computational practice. At present, it is most widely used in different
fields, in particular, computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
Clearly, numerous nonstationary problems in CFD can be successfully modeled using the wave
propagation "language". As mentioned above, many authors that investigate unsteady problems
of the wave propagation type suggest the construction of ABC's that are based on the principle of
allowing any wave that travels toward the boundary to leave the computational domain without a
reflection. Being implemented with the help of integral transformations, this principle yields the
exact nonlocal ABC's (for those problems, in which the exterior solution is composed of outgoing
waves only, see above). For time-dependent flow calculations, the idea of treating the external
boundary remains the same as for general wave propagation problems: to make the boundary
transparent for outgoing waves and to eliminate the spurious reflections of waves from the boundary
back into the computational domain. However, a completely different way of implementation of
this principle, which is based on the (quasi-)one-dimensional characteristic analysis, leads here to
essentially local ABC's.
Hedstrom [62] considers the one-dimensional Euler equations (gasdynamic system) on a finite
domain (segment). Using a Riemann representation near the boundary points, he explicitly calcu-
lates the number of characteristics entering the domain and the number of characteristics leaving
the domain. Clearly, characteristics that enter the computational domain correspond to incoming
waves since the data are transferred inward along these characteristics from outside the domain.
Analogously, characteristics that leave the computational domain correspond to outgoing waves
since the data are transferred outward along these characteristics from inside the domain. In terms
of setting the boundary conditions, the values of outgoing Riemann invariants should be extrap-
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olatedalong the characteristicsfrom insidethe domainto its boundary. It makesthe boundary
transparentfor outgoingwaves,andin the specialcaseof supersonicoutflow (whenno incoming
characteristicsexist), it enablesoneto specifyannecessaryboundaryconditions.The situation is
differentfor thesubsoniccase,whenfor both inflow andoutflowtypesof the boundarythereare
alwaysincoming,aswell asoutgoing,characteristics.Obviously,specificationof only the outgo-
ing datawouldleavetheproblemsubdefinite;therefore,the incomingPdemannvariablesmust be
prescribedaswell. This step,generallyspeaking,canbe accomplishedin a varietyof waysand
hereonecanmostclearlyseethe differencebetween"simplytheappropriateboundaryconditions"
and "the true ABC's". Namely,to simplyobtain a well-posedproblemon a finite interval, one
canselectthe boundaryconditions,i.e., specifythe incomingRiemanninvariants,from a fairly
wideclassof data (this problemhasbeenstudiedby manyauthors).On the other hand,to con-
struct the true ABC's onehasto takeinto accountthe structureof the solutionfrom outsidethe
computationaldomain. In particular,the exteriorsolutionshouldbeusedto prescribethe values
of incomingPdemannvariables.The simplestand most commonlyusedapproachhereis to set
all the incomingRiemannvariablesoutsidethe computationaldomainconstantand equalto the
correspondingfree-streamvalues.That is exactlywhat wasdoneby Hedstromin [62].Weshould
mentionthat this approachis fully relevantto one-dimensionalproblemsonly. The corresponding
boundaryconditionsare sometimescalledradiation boundaryconditions. Hedstrom[62] shows
that theseconditionsprovidezeroreflectionfor the rarefactionwaves,while for weakshocks,the
reflectionis cubicallysmall.
The local radiation boundaryconditionscanalsobe appliedto multidimensionalproblems;
althoughsomesimplifyingassumptionshaveto be donein regardto the behaviorof the solution
outsidethe computationaldomain. Forexample,for the caseof two-dimensionalEuler equations
in subsonicregimeonecannotsimultaneouslydiagonalizeboth matricesthat correspondto the
spatialdifferentiationalongany twolinearlyindependentdirections.Therefore,to implementany
characteristic-basedtreatmentonehasto selectsomespecificdirectionfor thespatialdifferentiation,
whichis equivalento assumingthat theexternalsolutionis composedof onlysomeparticularkind
of waves.This immediatelymakesthe characteristic-basedtreatmentonly approximate.
The exampleof developmentandimplementationof characteristicradiationboundarycondi-
tions for multidimensionalproblemsis givenin work by Thompson[63]. He studiesquasi-one-
dimensionalformulationof the equationslocally at eachboundarypoint; the direction for the
spatial differentiationis everytime chosento be normal to the boundary. This, in particular,
impliesthat the exteriorsolutionis assumedto consistonly of the wavesthat propagateoutward
normally to the boundary.The ABC's of [63]areconstructedusingthe sametype of character-
istic analysisasdescribedin [62]but appliedhereto the quasi-one-dimensionalproblem. In so
doing,one cannotgenerallyexpectthe boundaryto be transparentfor the outgoingwaveswith
incidentanglesthat differ from _r/2. The approachof [63]wasfurther developedand generalized
by Vanajakshi,Thompson,andBlack [64]andThompson[65].
Generally,the approachbasedon local characteristicanalysisis attractive for practicalcom-
puting becauseof its algorithmicsimplicity,low computationalcost, and geometricuniversality.
The last featurein multidimensionalproblemsis achievedby introducingthe foregoingessential
simplification: the pre-selectionof one specificdirectionfor the spatial differentiation. This, at
the sametime, is a seriousdrawbackof the characteristic-basedapproach,whicheventuallyleads
to relatively low final accuracy.In otherwords,the outgoingwavesthat propagateat an angle
to the boundaryand shouldthereforehavebeentakeninto accountfor specifyingthe incoming
valuesat later timesarepartially reflectedbackto the domain,whicheffectivelycausesthe wrong
datacomingfrom the boundary,andpartially get throughbut neverusedthen, whichcausesthe
irreversiblelossof thecorrespondinginformation.Moreover,asmentionedby KreissanGustafsson
in [66] (see also [5]), the simplest radiation conditions do not apply to the case of nonzero forcing
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terms/initial dataoutsidethe computationaldomain.Someotherexamplesof flowsto whichradi-
ation conditionsdonot applybecausethe incomingwavesdoexist in the solutioncanbefoundin
the workby Thompson[63].
Finally, it is interestingto notethat theradiationboundaryconditionsfor the linear casecan
alsobeobtainedusingsomelow-orderapproximationsto the symbolsof the corresponding_DO's.
Basically,it appearsthat the Eulerradiationconditionsbasedon (quasi-)one-dimensionalchar-
acteristicanalysismay providesufficientaccuracyonly if the artificial boundaryis located far
enoughfrom the sourceof perturbations(e.g.,from the immersedbody for external flow prob-
lems). This circumstance,of course,may requirean excessivelylargecomputationaldomain in
comparisonwith that requiredby exactABC's. For eachspecificcase,it is alwaysa separate
questionwhetheror not the extracomputationaleffort originatingfrom this extendeddomaincan
becompensatedfor by the simplicityandlow costof the localABC algorithm.
Onecanalsoformulatesomelocalboundaryconditionsfor the Navier-Stokesequations,which
form a systemof the so-calledincompletelyparabolictype. A thoroughanalysisof weU-posedness
for somelinear incompletelyparabolicproblems(in particular, for the linearizedNavier-Stokes
equationsandfor the linearizedshallowwaterequations)isprovidedby GustafssonandSundstrSm
[67].This analysisusestheapparatusof energyestimatesandallowstheauthorsto selectappropri-
ate(i.e.,well-posed)boundaryconditionsin acertaininitially prescribedclass,namely,in the class
of first-orderdifferentialrelations.Later, NordstrSm [68] provided the same type of analysis for a
wider class of boundary conditions -- second-order differential relations. Local ABC's derived in
[67] and [68] can be successfully used for flow computations under the same restriction as applies to
the characteristic Euler conditions: the computational domain must be large enough. We also note
that the Euler radiation boundary conditions can be obtained from the constructions of [67, 68] as
the Reynolds number vanishes.
In the context of viscous flow computations we should also mention earlier work of Rudy and
Strikwerda [69, 70], in which a special "hyperbolic-type" local NRBC was derived and numerically
implemented for calculating the flow over a flat plate in the framework of the two-dimensional
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The study by Rudy and Strikwerda has probably for the
first time revealed the superiority of NRBC's over the simplest Dirichlet-type outflow boundary
conditions for the Navier-Stokes computations.
In later work [71], Abarbanel, Bayliss, and Lustman used linearization of the Navier-Stokes
equations against the approximate wake-type downstream solution to construct local ABC's for
the viscous flow over a flat plate. The ABC's [71] are based on selecting the long-wave modes from
asymptotic expansion of the solution to the corresponding linearized system. The approach of [71]
was then generalized by Danowitz [72] for a wider class of external viscous flows than only the flows
over a flat plate.
Another technique for constructing local ABC's for viscous flow computations is based on
extrapolation of flow variables from inside the computational domain to the artificial boundary;
this technique can probably be referred to among the simplest ones. Generally, one cannot expect
to obtain high accuracy from such a procedure. Moreover, for subsonic flows extrapolation may
even lead to the ill-posed problems, as was (experimentally) demonstrated by Rudy and Strikwerda
in [70]. However, for a particular class of problems, namely for the flows of the boundary layer type,
when the solution contains strong transversal gradients, the extrapolation boundary conditions may
be appropriate. Gustafsson and NordstrSm [73] provide some theoretical justification for using
the outflow extrapolation boundary conditions to calculate steady flows with strong transversal
gradients. Moreover, they corroborate numerically that if the entire outflow boundary is subsonic,
then the extrapolation conditions are inapplicable; however, if the external flow is supersonic and
the subsonic part of the flow is contained only in the boundary layer (which implies presence of the
strong transversal gradients), then the extrapolation conditions do apply and produce good results.
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Theapproachof [73]wasfurther generalizedby Nordstr6m[74]for the caseof unsteadyflowsand
[75]for the finite-differenceformulationof the problem.Similarissueshavebeenthen analyzedby
NordstrSmin [76].Weshouldnotethat the caseof intersectionof the artificial boundaryand the
solidboundary(whichmeansthat the artificialboundarycrossestheboundarylayer)presentsone
of the most difficult situationsfrom the standpointof constructingthe ABC's. In the meantime,
wedo not know of anyother robust techniquefor settingthe ABC's in this caseexceptfor the
onebasedon extrapolation. We alsonote that the basicfunction of the extrapolationboundary
conditions[73]is to suppressboundarylayersthat aregenerallyrelevantto the near-boundary
behaviorof the solutionsto the Navier-Stokesequations.Theideaof suppressingthe non-physical
boundarylayersthat mayarisenearthe inflow and outflowartificial boundariesis a centralone
for the workof Johansson[77],in whichthe setof ABC'sthat containhigher-orderextrapolation
conditionsas a part wasderivedand numericallyimplementedfor someincompressibleNavier-
Stokescomputations.
The basicconclusionthat canbedrawnfromthis introductorysurveyis that anyalgorithmfor
settingtheABC'sshould,generallyspeaking,satisfytwogroupsof requirements,whichto a certain
extentmaybecontradictory.Thefirst groupis mainly associatedwith accuracyrequirements;as
mentionedabove,meetingtheserequirementsvirtually alwaysleadsto the nonlocalABC's. On
the otherhand,the exactnonlocalABC's havetheir essentiallimitations. Namely,suchboundary
conditionscanbe accuratelyderivedonly for the lineargoverningequations(in most cases)and
for someparticulargeometries;moreover,the discreteimplementationof non_localABC's is not
alwayseasy,evenwhentheir continuousformulationis available. The secondgroup combines
the requirementsof algorithmicsimplicity, geometricuniversality,and low computationalcost;
the approximateapproachesthat result in local ABC's areusuallymuchbetter than the exact
onesfrom this standpoint. On the otherhand, the accuracyprovidedby local ABC's is often
insufficient.Therefore,in constructinga specificnumericalalgorithm,onealwayshasto selectan
optimalcomputationalstrategycompromisingbetweenthe two groupsof requirementsmentioned
above.
However,moderntrendsin the developmentof numericalmethodswill, in our opinion,make
higherand higherrequirementsfor the accuracyof computations.Consequently,weexpectthe
practicaldemandsfor highlyaccurateABC'sto growin thefuture. This will obviouslynecessitate
payingmoreattentionto constructingsuchhighlyaccurate(nonlocal)ABC's that will at thesame
time be computationallyeffective(a few particularexamplesof this type aredescribedbelow).
Additionally, one shouldalwaysaim to obtaining a robustnumericalprocedure,therefore,the
robustnessbecomesoneof the mostimportant experimentalcriteria for assessingand comparing
differentABC's.
Obviously,the reviewprovidedaboveis not complete.Referringthe readerto two comprehen-
siveworksby Givoli [78, 79] for more survey information, we now proceed to describing the DPM
[29, 30] and the DPM-based ABC's, which are the focus of this presentation.
2. The Generalized Potentials and the Difference Potentials Method. Our ultimate
goal is to construct ABC's that, to a certain extent, combine the advantages of local and nonlocal
approaches. Namely, we aim to achieve high accuracy relevant to the nonlocal techniques and, at
the same time, geometric universality and algorithmic simplicity relevant to many local methods.
Our main tool in achieving this goal is the apparatus of the generalized potentials and the DPM
[29, 30].
In this section, we use a model example for the Poisson equation to show the principle elements
of the construction of generalized potentials and their implementation for setting the ABC's. Of
course, the presentation below is far from being thorough. A delineation of the ideas associated with
generalized potentials, boundary equations with projections, and their numerical implementation
(DPM), as well as many examples, can be found in the original work by Ryaben'kii [29, 30].
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The next section of this paper will be devoted to the specific constructions of ABC's based on
the DPM.
Let us first return for a moment to the second example in Section 1. There, we have truncated
the original infinite problem (1.3) and have obtained the finite problem (1.3a)-(1.5) on the disk
{r < R0} instead. The artificial boundary {r = R0} has been chosen to be circular, which is
essential for constructing ABC's (1.5) (indeed, the separation of variables could not be implemented
otherwise).
Here, we are going to consider an analogous example but for three space dimensions. Switching
from two to three dimensions preserves all essential elements of our construction and, at the same
time, allows us to avoid the unnecessary complications associated with the logarithmic asymptotics
of some classical potentials in two dimensions. Thus, let us consider on R 3 the Poisson equation
with the compactly supported RHS:
(2.1a) Au = /(x), x E R 3, supp/(z) c B c {[z[ < Ro}.
We impose the condition of vanishing of the solution to (2.1a) at infinity,
(2.1b) u(x) -- 0, as Ixl --
and note that unlike the 2D case, we do not need to demand any special properties of f(x) (compare
with (1.3a)) to ensure the solvability of (2.1). Expanding the solution and the tLHS in terms of
spherical functions, we obtain for Ix[ > R0 the following family of ordinary differential equations
describing the radial modes (r _= [z[):
(2.2) d---_ r2 -l(l+l)fil=O, I=0,1,2, ....
As in the 2D case, equation (2.2) has two eigensolutions for each l, l = 0, 1,2,...: fill)(r) = r l
(increasing) and fil2)(r) = r -(1+1) (decreasing). To satisfy (2.1b), we need to select only the
vanishing mode from the above two. Therefore, the following set of relations (compare with (1.5))
(2.3) d_r=Ro+_'Sz ___ =0, l=0,1,2,...,
provides here the exact ABC's at the spherical artificial boundary {r = R0}. (Note, 21 + 1 linearly
independent spherical functions correspond to each value of l; this circumstance, in a sense, does
not influence the construction of ABC's (2.3) since the boundary conditions are simply the same
for all 2l + 1 components.)
The problem obviously becomes much more difficult if, for some reason, we need to consider an
artificial boundary with a more complicated shape. In practice, the shape of an artificial boundary
is often prescribed by the algorithm (more precisely, by the grid) used inside the computational
domain; some real examples will be provided in Section 3. As concerns the model case studied
here, we simply assume that there is an irregular artificial boundary F that separates the finite
computational domain D_,_ from its infinite exterior D_z; we also assume that D_,, entirely contains
the support B of the RHS f(x) (see (2.1a)). The geometric setup (projection onto the plane)
is schematically shown in Figure 2.1, in which the dosed dashed line represents F. The sphere
{r = R0} is needed as an artificial element in further consideration; without loss of generality, we
may always assume that D_n C {r < R0}.
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FIG. 2.1. Example for Poisson equation in three dimensions: schematic geometric setup (projection onto the plane).
We now recollect the classical Green formula for harmonic functions. Namely, let u_(z),
x E R 3, be harmonic in D_ and have a zero limit at infinity, u_(x) ----, 0 as Izl ---, _. Then,
(2.4) [OG(x,y) Ouez(y)] dsy, x • Dex,
where Or(x) is the characteristic function of set F, Or(x) is equal to one on F and zero on R3\F;
G(z, y) = -(4r)-xlz - yl-1; n is the outward normal to F; s is the surface area; and the subscript
y denotes the variable of differentiation or integration. Note, the first term on the right-hand side
of (2.4) takes into account the jump of the double-layer potential, the addition of this term makes
(2.4) valid on the closed domain /)ez-
We emphasize that representation of ue_(x) as a sum of the two potentials (double-layer and
single-layer, see (2.4)) holds only for harmonic functions on the domain. If, however, we specify
two arbitrary functions on F and substitute them into (2.4) as densities of the potentials, then the
resulting function will obviously be harmonic on De_, but its boundary values, as well as boundary
values of its normal derivative, will not, generally speaking, coincide with the original densities of
the double-layer and the single-layer potentials, respectively.
Let us now define the generalized potential with vector density _r = (_0,_1) specified on 1_.
We will use the formula analogous to (2.4) but will not require in advance that _0 and _1 be the
boundary values of some harmonic function and its normal derivative, respectively. Specifically,
the generalized potential is given by the following expression:
( OG(z, )
We also define the operation of taking the (vector) boundary trace of the function defined on Dex:
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Ouez(2.6) = Wr _-- 0n / F"
Finally, we define the boundary operator Pr that maps the space of traces _r onto itself; this
operator is a composition of the generalized potential Pe_ and the trace Tr,
(2.7) Pr_r = TrP._r.
Referring the reader to [29, 30] for further details, we only note here that the structure of the
operator Pr from (2.7) is nontrivial since, in particular, it contains the normal derivative of the
double-layer potential. The corresponding singularity may noticeably complicate the direct calcu-
lation of Pr_r; therefore, the actual calculation requires the development of a special alternative
approach (see below). However, the operator Pr itself appears to be extremely useful in the analysis
of boundary-value problems, it plays a fundamental role in our further consideration.
We note that the operators analogous to Pr for the first time appear in the work of Calderon
[80] and then Seeley [81]. It turns out that Pr is a projection, Pr = P_; sometimes it is called the
Calderon boundary projection. Ryaben'kii (see [29, 30] and the corresponding bibliographies) had
modified and generalized the original construction and developed an effective way for numerical
treatment of the boundary projection operators.
It is easy to show that those and only those vector functions _r that satisfy the following
boundary equation with projection (BEP)
(2.8) Pr_r = _r
admit a harmonic complement ue_ on D_, that vanishes at infinity and has the trace _r on F,
Truez = _r- Indeed, if u_z(x) is harmonic on De_ and vanishes at infinity, then we rewrite Green's
-( cqu_*_ I and, applying Tr from (2.6), we obtain (2.8). Con-
!
formula (2.4) as ue,(z) = P_,_u_, On ) _r
versely, if (2.8) holds for some _r, then the harmonic function Pex_r vanishes at infinity (as a sum
of two classical potentials) and has the trace _r.
Thus, equation (2.8) is paramount since it provides an exhaustive classification of those and only
those vector densities _r that have a harmonic continuation on Dez. In other words, equation (2.8)
is equivalent to the Laplace equation on D,_ along with the condition of vanishing of its solution at
infinity. Therefore, equation (2.8) provides us with a desirable exact ABC at the irregular boundary
F. Rather than solving (2.1) or (2.1a)-(2.3), we may now solve (2.1a)-(2.8) and obtain exactly the
same solution on D_.
The operator Pr is obviously nonlocal. Moreover, some computationally difficult elements still
remain in its structure. Therefore, we will now redefine PF in a more practical way. First, let us
recall the classical Green identity (a is the volume):
o'
which holds for any function u,_(z) such that the convolution in the second term on the right-hand
side of (2.9) exists. Since (2.9) is an identity, and its left-hand side coincides with the Green formula
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for harmonicfunctions(see(2.4)), wecanuse(2.9) to constructa new definition of generalized
potential. Indeed,for anyprescribedvectordensity_r, wesimplytake someu(y) defined on R 3
and such that Tru = _r. Then, we consider the following function:
Ayu(y), yED_(2.10) : 0,
and easily derive
(2.11) Pex_r = u(x)- ff /R 3 G(x,y)gex(y)day, x E Dex.
Indeed, formula (2.11) immediately follows from definition (2.5) and identity (2.9) since, according
to (2.10), the right-hand sides in (2.9) and (2.11) are the same for x E b,x. As concerns the choice
of u(y) from (2.10), the only essential requirement is that Tru = _r; this requirement is always
easy to meet. At the same time, we can easily ensure the existence of convolution from (2.11), since
the function u(y) (and, consequently, g_(y)) can, for example, always be chosen to be compactly
supported without loss of generality.
Using this new definition of generalized potential (see (2.11)), we construct the boundary
projection Pr in the same way as before, i.e., in accordance with formula (2.7). We emphasize that
the new definitions of Pe_ and Pr no longer require the calculation of surface integrals; instead,
one needs to calculate a volume Newton potential (see (2.11)).
The last step is to understand that, generally speaking, we do not need to know the generalized
potential everywhere on the infinite domain Dez. In particular, to construct exact ABC's in the
form (2.8) we need to know this potential only in the vicinity of F to calculate the operation Pr.
Therefore, we can, for example, introduce the spherical artificial boundary {r = R0} and rewrite
(2.11) as
(2.12) /_{ G(x, y)g_,(y)dau, x E Dex N {r < R0},P_r = u(x)- r<no}
assuming (without loss of generality) that suppg_,(y) C {r _< R0}. (Recall, u(y) from (2.10) can
always be chosen to be compactly supported.) Clearly, boundary projections (operators Pr) that
can be constructed on the basis of (2.11) and (2.12) are exactly the same. Now, we simply notice
that the second term on the right-hand side of (2.12) is the solution of a certain auxiliary problem
(AP) formulated on the ball {r < R0}. Indeed, this term obviously solves on {r _< R0} the Poisson
equation
(2.13) = -go=(x), x {r < R0},
supplemented by boundary conditions (2.3). Therefore, AP (2.13)-(2.3) can be used instead of
(2.12) for calculating the generalized potential on {r _< R0} for this specific example. Usage of
the AP (2.13)-(2.3) instead of convolution (2.12) is a major simplification from an algorithmic
standpoint since the AP is formulated on a simple domain and admits an effective solution by the
separation of variables.
Generally, the concept of the AP is the second most important element in our consideration.
Indeed, we see that exact ABC's at the irregular artificial boundary F are obtained in the form of
BEP (2.8). To calculate the projection Pr, we originally needed surface integrals (2.5), then we
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replacedthe surfaceintegralswith a volumepotential(2.11),andfinally,wehavefoundthe wayto
calculatethe generalizedpotential andthe boundaryprojectionusingAP (2.13)-(2.3),whichcan
be easilysolvedby separationof variables.
Summarizing,weseethat to settheexactABC'sat the irregularartificialboundaryoneneeds
first to formulateanappropriateAP andthento constructheBEP oftype (2.8). Wedonot further
delineatethis statementhere;instead,weprovidesomepracticalexamplesin the next section.
To completethis section,we first note that metric propertiesof potentialsand projections
(well-posednessof BEP's) for differentproblemsarethoroughlystudiedby Ryaben'kii in [29,30].
Second,webriefly addressthe numericalaspectsof calculatinggeneralizedpotentialsand projec-
tions, i.e., the DPM in a narrow sense.The essenceof the DPM is an analogueof the Calderon
boundaryprojection constructedfor the finite-differenceformulation. We beginwith specifying
somedifferenceAP; the AP shouldbe uniquelysolvableand well-posedandshouldalsoadmit an
easynumericaltreatment.For example,AP's that canbesolvedby separationof variableson the
basisof, e.g., the discreteFouriertransformor the differencesphericalfunctions (see[7]), have
foundextensivepracticalapplications(see[29]andthe examplesbelow).Of course,the difference
AP usedfor constructingtheABC'sshouldcontainsomeelementanalogousto (1.5)or (2.3) for the
exact transferof boundaryconditionsfrom infinity, examplesof suchAP's aregivenin Section3.
Thegrid for theAP is usuallyregular(e.g.,Cartesian,polar,spherical,etc.),andnogrid adaptation
to the shapeof F is required.Instead,weconsidera specialsubsetof nodesof this grid calledthe
grid boundary.Thegrid boundary"),is located, in a certain sense, close to the continuous boundary
F; the structure of 7 depends on the stencil used for the difference approximation of the original
differential operator. Specifically, the entire regular grid is separated by F into two subsets of nodes;
the first subset belongs to Din, and the second one belongs to/)_x. These subsets have no common
points. We now apply the stencil to every node of each of the two above-mentioned subsets; clearly,
the stencil always sweeps a wider grid area than the original subset. The two grid areas swept by the
stencil obviously have now a non-empty intersection; the latter is called grid boundary 7. Basically,
it appears that 7 is a multi-layered set of nodes of the regular grid concentrated near F. Instead
of vector densities _r, we consider scalar grid functions on "y; since 7 is multi-layered, the former
can in a certain sense be modeled by the latter. The formal construction of generalized difference
potentials and difference projections consists of the same elements as above. We simply plug the
corresponding difference objects instead of the continuous ones into the aforementioned procedure.
For example, the corresponding subsets of the regular grid are substituted for Di,_ and De_; the grid
boundary 7, for F; the difference operators, for the differential ones; solution to the difference AP,
for the solution to the continuous AP. In so doing, we obtain difference analogues to the potentials
and projections; the issues of consistency and convergence are delineated by Ryaben'kii in [29].
The full scheme of the DPM (and the construction of the DPM-based ABC's) may also require the
operation of continuing the boundary data from F to 7, as well as some interpolation operations.
Continuation of data from F to 7 is usually done by means of the Taylor formula, the details can
be found in [29, 30]. Difference potentials and projections, which can be effectively computed in
practice, are used for solving boundary-value problems by means of the DPM, as well as for setting
the ABC's.
Finally, we note that implementation of the DPM for setting the ABC's should not be assessed
only from the standpoint of geometric universality. It comes out that only some particular classes of
PDE's admit a true exact transfer of boundary conditions from infinity to a closed finite boundary
(e.g., circle or sphere). Indeed, such a transfer generally requires some sort of symmetry (e.g.,
cylindrical or spherical), which holds, for example, for the wave, Laplace, or Helmholtz equation,
but cannot be referred to as a general case. For the general case, even the construction of a
closed finite boundary F, which would enable us to exactly transfer the boundary conditions from
infinity (or to do that as close to exact as desired), may require some sophisticated elements (see
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below). In our opinion,suchconstructions,whicharenaturally incorporatedin formulationsof the
correspondingAP's, canbemosteffectivelyimplementedin just theframeworkof the DPM.
3. The DPM-Based Nonlocal ABC's. General theoretical foundations for constructing
the exact DPM-based ABC's are provided by Ryaben'kii [17], see also brief note [82]. This work
presents an important contribution to the literature on numerical methods for problems on un-
bounded domains since the BEP's of type (2.8) are for the first time used in [17, 82] as the ABC's
to be set when truncating an external problem for the purpose of its numerical solution. Formerly,
the Calderon boundary projections were mostly applied to the qualitative analysis of integral equa-
tions and PDE's, and the DPM was mostly implemented only for solving the boundary-value
problems.
The author of [17, 82] studies a general unsteady problem formulated on some infinite domain.
The problem is assumed to be already discretized on some grid, so that only the finite-difference
formulation is considered. This allows one to obtain the ABC's directly for the specific numerical
algorithm rather than for the original continuous formulation, which is convenient in practice.
Outside some finite grid domain (i.e., the computational domain), the problem is assumed to
be linear and homogeneous, and the original boundary conditions at infinity are also assumed
to be homogeneous. No restrictive assumptions are made in regard to the problem inside the
computational domain; it can even be nonlinear. The only important requirement of the overall
formulation is that the problem be uniquely solvable and weU-posed. Such a consideration is relevant
to many applications, for example, solid mechanics, where one often has some bounded region with
the strong deformations (like plasticity or destruction) surrounded by an extended medium where
the deformations are small and are, therefore, governed by the linear elasticity equations. In regard
to the shape of the computational domain in [17], generally speaking, no restrictive requirements
re imposed.
The ABC's [17] are obtained in the form of a difference BEP analogous to (2.8). As mentioned
above, the difference BEP's are written with respect to a grid potential density defined on the grid
boundary 7. In the case of unsteady problems, 7 is generally a multi-layered cylindrical surface (with
an element aligned to the time axis) consisting of grid nodes; it is an analogue to the continuous
cylindrical boundary of the F × [0, T] type. The AP used by Ryaben'kii in [17] is also unsteady;
it is solved by some time-evolution technique. Since the Green operator of AP is incorporated
in the structure of the boundary projection, the resulting ABC's in [17] appear to be nonlocal in
both space and time. We emphasize that these ABC's are exact in the sense mentioned above: the
solution found inside the computational domain with the help of these boundary conditions is the
same as it would be if the original (infinite-domain) problem were solved.
To reduce the computational cost associated with nonlocality, which can be rather high for
the general formulation, Ryaben'kii [17] proposes several different approaches that are relevant to
some particular classes of problems. For example, if the coefficients of the linear system, as well
as the discretization parameters in space, do not depend on time, then the corresponding Green
operator becomes invariant with respect to a shift along the time axis. This provides a noticeable
economy when calculating and storing the coefficients of the Green operator. If the problem under
study is parabolic, then the coefficients of its Green operator become small as the corresponding
time interval becomes large. Therefore, only some fixed number of these coefficients is effectively
needed to be taken into account for each specific moment of time, whereas the remainder of the
coefficients can be neglected. This obviously leaves the ABC's nonlocal in time but only for some
finite interval in the past. For some hyperbolic problems, it is also possible to effectively "cut off
the tail" in time using the existence of lacunas. In particular, if the number of space dimensions
is odd, the coefficients of a linear hyperbolic system are constant, and the lower order terms in
the equations are absent, then the solution to the corresponding Cauchy problem has lacunas. In
particular, it means that if the initial data are compactly supported, then the solution becomes zero
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in anyfixed (spatial)domainfor sufficientlylargetime. Thesameproperty shouldasymptotically
hold for the differenceCauchyproblemaswell; the latter canbeusedas anAP. In sodoing,we
againcanneglectthosecoefficientsofthe Greenoperatorthat correspondto thelargetime intervals
and, therefore,restrict the nonlocalityof the ABC's in time. Thesetechniques,as well as some
otherspresentedin [17],cansubstantiallyreducethe requiredcomputereffort whencalculating
thenonlocalexactABC's. Finally,it is worthmentioningthat the DPM-basedABC's [17]canbe
consideredasa certaintypeof "standardsoftware".Indeed,the parametersof the processinside
thecomputationaldomaincanbechanged,but aslongastheexteriorlinearproblemandthe shape
of the artificial boundaryremainintact, the ABC's alsoremainexactlythe same.Therefore,these
boundaryconditionscanbeeffectivelyusedfor solvingfamiliesof similar problems.
It is important to notethat fromanalgorithmicstandpoint,theroleof theABC's(in particular,
of type [17])is simplyto closethe finite-differencesystemsolvedinsidethe computationaldomain.
Indeed,the stencil of the schemeusedinsideDin cannot be applied to the nodes located at the
external boundary or near it since the part of the stencil may simply "fall out" of the domain.
Therefore, the finite-difference system appears to be undetermined and requires that the missing
relations between the values of the solution near the external boundary be provided by the ABC's.
When the ABC's are constructed as a difference analogue to (2.8), one can always think that the
data on the internal layer(s) of the grid boundary 7 are known and the data on the external layer(s)
are to be determined using the BEP. Therefore, the question of actually solving the BEP (for a
specific finite-difference formulation) and expressing the boundary values in terms of data provided
from inside D_,_ becomes an important issue. This question is closely related to another one, namely,
implementation of the DPM-based ABC's with different types of time-evolution procedures. Some
examples of such an implementation are also given in [17].
l_yaben'kii [17] provides a general framework of the algorithm for setting the ABC's based
on the DPM. Any specific problem, of course, requires special treatment. Zueva, Mikha£lova, and
Kyaben'kii [83] and Brushlinskii, Ryaben'kii, and Tuzova [84] numerically investigate diffusion of
the magnetic field in a finite conducting object immersed in a vacuum. Both papers deal with the
2D formulation. In [83], the Cartesian coordinates are used to study the magnetic field on the
plane normal to a finite-section conducting rod; in [84], the conducting structure is a finite-section
axisymmetric annulus, and the magnetic field is studied in the meridian plane (r, z). The diffusion
process inside the conducting structure may be unsteady; however, the field in the surrounding
vacuum is described by the Laplace equation. Therefore, the AP in [83] and [84] is formulated
and solved for the Laplace equation. Physical formulation of the problem generally assumes that
the surrounding vacuum is infinite; in practice, however, the infinity is modeled by some remote
boundary at which the magnetic field turns to zero. Clearly, the size of the entire domain (including
the vacuum area) must be chosen to be much larger than the cross section of the aforementioned
rod or annulus; consequently, the ABC's that can exactly transfer the remote boundary condition
to the surface of the conducting structure are as important in this model formulation as in the truly
infinite one. In [83, 84], the remote boundary condition is simply incorporated into the formulation
of the AP. Then, the exact ABC's are obtained in the form of a difference BEP; the BEP is further
resolved for numerical convenience. This process results in a matrix relation that connects the
vectors of unknowns on internal and external layers of the two-layered grid boundary _/. Therefore,
the implementation of the ABC's [83, 84] becomes simple from an algorithmic standpoint: the
matrix is calculated only once, and then it multiplies the corresponding vector at each time step.
The DPM-based ABC's [83, 84] can be obtained in exactly the same manner for any shape
of the cross section of the conducting object; the actual numerical experiments in [83, 84] are
carried out for the rectangular cross section. These experiments show that the computational cost
of the algorithm that includes the DPM-based ABC's is much lower than the cost of the standard
procedure that is based on actually solving the Laplace equation in a vacuum area at each time
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step. At the sametime, the accuracyof the solutioncalculatedinsidethe rod (annulus)with the
ABC's [83,84] is the sameasthe accuracyobtainedwhenthe entireoriginalproblemis solvedon
anextendeddomain.Therefore,the DPM-basedalgorithmturns out to beanattractivetechnique
for solvingproblemsof this type.
In [85],Mishkovand Ryaben'kiisolvethe nonhomogeneousHelmholtzequationon a semi-
plane.TheRHSof theequationis compactlysupported,it modelsa soundsource(e.g.,ascatterer
or an emitter). The surroundingsemi-infinitesound-conductingmediumis stratified; it consists
of two layerswith differentspeedsof sound,whichmakesthe coefficientat the zeroth-orderterm
piecewiseconstant. Finally, radiation boundaryconditionsat infinity are formulatedusingthe
limitary absorptionprinciple. Thesolutionto this problemshouldbenumericallyfoundon some
finite computationaldomainthat entirelycontainsthe aforementionedsoundsource.
Thenon-constancyof coefficientsmakesthis problemdifficult to handle.In particular, thereis
mostlikelynomeansto exactly(analytically)transfertheboundaryconditionsfrominfinity evento
someregularfinite boundary,asin thecaseof theLaplaceequationthat wasdonefor a circleandfor
asphere(see(1.5)and(2.3),respectively).Therefore,theAP in [85]is formulatedfor the perturbed
Helmholtzequation(finite absorptionis added)ona sufficientlylargerectangle,and zeroDirichlet
boundaryconditionsareset at its sides. It is shownthat asthe sizeof this rectangleenlarges,
the solution to the AP approachesthe solutionof the correspondinginfinite-domainproblemon
any fixed neighborhoodof the computationaldomain. It is alsoshownthat as the absorption
coefficientvanishes,the solutionto the differenceAP doesapproachthe solutionthat corresponds
to the true outgoingwaveswithout anabsorption.Moreover,a specialmethodis proposedin [85]
that enablesoneto formally let the absorptioncoefficientbezeroin the computationsandto still
obtain the solutioncomposedof onlyoutgoingwaves.Consequently,ABC's [85]that areobtained
in the form of a differenceBEP basedon the solutionto the differenceAP describedabove,can
generallybeconstructedascloseto theexactABC'sasdesired.In otherwords,with theseABC's
the truncatedproblemcanbesolvedsothat its solutiondiffersfrom the correspondingfragmentof
theoriginalsolutionwithin theinitially prescribedaccuracy.Ofcourse,achievingthe highaccuracy
mayrequirea largedomainfor the AP. However, ABC's [85] become most effective when they are
used to solve a series of similar problems, e.g., to calculate sound fields from different sources in
the same medium, which is frequently an important practical case.
Tsynkov [86, 87] and Sofronov and Tsynkov [88] consider a finite body (airfoil) immersed
in an infinite flow of inviscid compressible fluid. The flow is governed by the Euler equations
and is assumed to be subsonic at infinity; for the purpose of numerical solution, the equations are
discretized on a finite-difference O-type grid that is generated around the body. The computational
domain in [86, 87, 88] is formed by the grid; therefore, the shape of its external boundary is
completely determined by the grid as well, and no special assumptions in regard to this shape
are made. Outside the computational domain, the Euler equations are linearized against the free-
stream background. Moreover, we assume the existence of the velocity potential in the far field
and split the linearized system into elliptic (velocity) and advection (entropy) parts. After the
term associated with the circulation of flow around the airfoil is subtracted, the regular part of the
potential of velocity perturbations is described by the Prandtl-Glauert equation
(3.1a) (1- M02) _-x2 -}- -_y2 = 0vg_-_ v92_o
with a zero boundary condition at infinity:
(3.15) _(x, y) ----* O, as x 2 + y2 ___ co.
Equation (3.1a) can be easily reduced to the Laplace equation by means of an affine coordinate
transformation; in so doing, boundary condition (3.1b) obviously remains intact. To obtain ABC's
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for velocity components, we represent the solution to (3.1) in the form of a generalized potential
and then construct the corresponding BEP. We use the AP formulated on a ring-shaped domain
{R_ _< r _< R0}; the external circle {r = R0} encompasses the artificial boundary and the internal
circle {r = R1} lies inside the computational domain. At r = R1, we specify homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions; at r = R0, we specify boundary conditions (1.5a). It is possible to make
sure that such an AP is uniquely solvable and well-posed for any KHS concentrated inside the
ring. Numerically, the AP is easy to solve by means of the discrete Fourier transform in polar
coordinates.
As mentioned above, the ABC's in the discrete formulation should simply close the system that
is solved inside the computational domain. For the case of a second-order scheme employed inside
the computational domain, we can always assume that velocity components on the penultimate
coordinate row F of the O-type grid are known, whereas the corresponding values on the outermost
row F1 should be determined using the ABC's. Therefore, we consider the penultimate coordinate
line F as an actual artificial boundary. Grid boundary 7 consists of those nodes of the polar AP
grid that are located near F (see Section 2). The finite-difference BEP with respect to a potential
density defined on 7 is constructed in a standard way (see Section 2) on the basis of the AP
described above. Then, this BEP is solved so that the velocity on Y provided from inside the
computational domain coincides with the gradient of potential (3.1) in a certain generalized sense.
After the BEP is solved, we can find the grid potential density for any data (velocity components)
specified on Y. Once this grid density is known, we calculate the generalized potential and find the
trace of its gradient on the outermost coordinate line F1 by means of interpolation; this procedure
yields the ABC's for velocities. Finally, the ABC's for thermodynamic parameters are obtained
using local relations, specifically, the Bernoulli equation and the entropy advection equation.
The technique of [86, 87, 88] for constructing the ABC's was combined with an iterative method
[89] by Sofronov for calculating steady solutions to the Euler equations. A few subsonic and
transonic airfoil flows have been numerically studied; in the transonic case, local supercritical
regions should always be located inside the computational domain so that the exterior linearized flow
remains purely subsonic. Results of the numerical experiments presented in [88] demonstrate clear
superiority of the non.local DPM-based ABC's over the standard local techniques based on quasi-
one-dimensional characteristic analysis (see above). For a fixed computational domain, nonlocal
ABC's [86, 87, 88] provide better accuracy and a faster convergence rate than local techniques; the
entire numerical algorithm also appears to be more robust. Indeed, for some variants the iteration
procedure supplemented by local boundary conditions may simply fail to converge, which never
occurs for ABC's [86, 87, 88]. Additionally, when the artificial boundary approaches the airfoil, the
solution obtained with the technique of [86, 87, 88] appears to be essentially less influenced by the
decrease in the size of the computational domain than the solution obtained on the basis of the
local boundary conditions. In other words, ABC's [86, 87, 88] allow one to maintain good accuracy
for much smaller computational domains than the standard boundary conditions do. These results,
along with the geometric universality of ABC's [86, 87, 88], make this approach most useful for
calculating external Euler flows.
Let us now describe another algorithm for setting the nonlocal DPM-based ABC's in external
flow computations. The foundations of this algorithm are proposed by Ryaben'kii and Tsynkov
[25], further generalizations, as well as results of the numerical experiments, can be found in the
work of Tsynkov [1] and Tsynkov, Turkel, and Abarbanel [90].
We consider a finite body immersed in an infinite flow of viscous compressible fluid; at infinity,
the flow is assumed to be subsonic. The general framework for constructing the ABC's remains
the same as above. We first linearize the governing equations in the far field, then we formulate
an appropriate AP, and finally we obtain the corresponding BEP. However, the treatment of the
flow in a viscous formulation requires the development of special approaches for all stages of the
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aforementioned procedure. Below, we concentrate primarily on the construction of the AP since
the AP is responsible for the "right" far-field behavior of the solution; therefore, the AP is the main






FIG. 3.1. Configuration of domains.
The general geometric setup for the problem is shown in Figure 3.1. We integrate the Navier-
Stokes equations on a finite-difference C-type grid generated around the body (airfoil). This grid
covers the finite computational domain D_, the infinite exterior to D_,_ is called D_. The domains
Di_ and De_ are separated by the artificial boundary F, which is the penultimate coordinate row
of the grid. The outermost coordinate row of the grid is called I'1. As mentioned above, the ABC's
should close the finite-difference system solved inside Din. In other words, for a second-order scheme
employed inside the computational domain (3 × 3 stencil) the ABC's should provide the missing
relations between the values of the solution at I' and at I'1. We will further discuss this case only;
if, however, the stencil used inside D_ is larger than 3 × 3, then the entire construction requires
only minor changes. Namely, instead of F1 one will have to consider more coordinate lines exterior
to r.
Assuming that the flow perturbations are small in the far field, we linearize the governing equa-
tions in D_ around the constant free-stream background. The linearized stationary compressible
Navier-Stokes equations (2D plane dimensionless formulation) take the form
(3.2a)
Op Ou Ov
0--;+_+ N = 0,
0-_+ 0x Re \3 0x_ + _0x0----_+ 0y2) = 0,
Ov Op 1 (402v 1 02u 02v_
o--7+ oy Re \ 30y2+ _ OxO----_+ _ ) = o,
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where u, v, p, and p are the perturbations of velocities, pressure, and density with respect to the
corresponding free-stream parameters; M0 is the Mach number at infinity; Re is the Reynolds
number at infinity; Pr is the Prandtl number; and t_ is the ratio of specific heats. We use the
equation of state (t_ - 1)_ = p/p to eliminate the internal energy E from the fourth equation in
(3.2a); Ax in this equation is the Laplace operator.
System (3.2a) is supplemented by the condition of vanishing of all perturbations at infinity:
(3.2b) (u, v, p, p) _ (O, O, O, O), as z 2+y2_.
Further, instead of the original formulation we consider a new coupled problem; this problem is
nonlinear in Din (original Navier-Stokes equations with no-slip conditions at the body) and linear
in Dex (system (3.2a) with the free-stream ].imit of the solution (3.2b) at infinity). We cannot
solve this coupled problem directly because De_ is infinite, so we equivalently replace the entire
linear part of the problem by the BEP formulated on F (more precisely, by the difference BEP).
To accomplish this step, we need to formulate an AP, which takes into account the structure of the
solution from outside the computational domain. Recall, in Section 2 such an AP was formulated
on a ball and the boundary conditions were transferred from infinity to the surface of this ball using
an analytical approach. For the example in Section 2 this approach was feasible since the Laplace
equation admitted the separation of variables in spherical coordinates.
Here, we would like to develop an analogous construction for (3.2). However, most likely no
analytical approach can be implemented directly to exactly transfer boundary condition (3.2b)
for system (3.2a) from infinity to some closed finite boundary. Apparently, system (3.2a) admits
separation of variables in the Cartesian coordinates only, which is a major difference in comparison
with the cases investigated previously. Obviously, this circumstance will strongly influence the
formulation of the AP.
First, we introduce a rectangular domain D_ = (0, X) x (-Y/2, Y/2) D Din (see Figure 3.1)
and construct a central-difference second-order approximation to (3.2a) in D_. on a Cartesian grid
with the sizes h_ and hy. In accordance with the general scheme of the DPM, AP is formulated
for the inhomogeneous difference counterpart to (3.2a). A compactly supported RHS for the AP is
specified in the same way as described Section 2 (see [25] and [1] for more details).
Further, we assume periodicity with the period Y along the y direction and take the discrete
Fourier transform (with respect to y) of both parts of the inhomogeneous difference analogue to
(3.2a). This process results in a second-order system of ordinary difference equations for each
wavenumber k. Then, we reduce this system to a first-order one by introducing the new variables
[25] and obtain
(3.3) nO ^0 ^0AkVm,k + BkVm-l,k = gin,k,
m= 1,...,M, k=-J,...,J,
where A denotes the Fourier transform and M + 1 and 2J + 1 are the number of nodes of the
Cartesian grid along z and y, respectively. Explicit expressions for the entries of the 8 x 8 matrices
A k and Bk, as well as the definitions of the eight-component vectors of unknowns vm.k'° and RHS's
n0
gm,k are given in [25]. Boundary conditions for the AP at z = 0 and z = X are imposed on Fourier
components of the solution separately for each wavenumber k as
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(3.4a) II (Qk p_(k)I)'_ °
- 0,k=0, k=0,±l,+2,...±J,
I_,,(k)l>l
(3.4b) I-[ (Qk #_(k)I) _°- Vu, k=0, k = 0, +l, +2,... + J,
where Qk = Ak-lBk in (3.4), I is the identity matrix and #s(k), s = 1,..., 8, are the eigenvalues
of Qk (to be found numerically in practice).
Boundary conditions (3.4) are the principal part of the formulation of AP. Since the RHS is
compactly supported, we may formally consider (3.3) for m < 0 and for m > M as a homogeneous
system of ordinary difference equations, which has (exponentially) increasing, as well as decreasing,
eigensolutions. Then, condition (3.4a) prohibits at x = 0 (m = 0) all modes that do not decrease
to the left (inflow direction), and condition (3.4b) prohibits at x = X (m = M) all modes that
increase to the right (outflow direction), see [25].
We now introduce the following concept of convergence. (i) The continuous AP can be for-
mulated in a natural manner analogous to the difference AP (see [25]). (ii) The convergence of
a difference solution to a continuous one is considered only on any finite subset (rectangle) of the
type (0, X) × (-_, _) D D_, _) < Y/2, rather than on the whole D_. (iii) We consider con-
vergence not only while the grid size vanishes but also while the period Y synchronously grows
(see [25]), namely, (hx, h_, Y) --_ (0, 0, +co). Note that the growth of the period Y implies
that we proceed from periodic functions to nonperiodic ones; the latter are defined on an infinite
strip (0, X) × (-_, +oo). We require that these nonperiodic functions be bounded on the strip
0 _< x _< X, absolutely integrable and representable as a Fourier integral along y for any x, which,
in particular, means that they vanish along any line x = const, u(x, y) _ 0 as y ----* ±oc,
u = (u, v, p, p). By virtue of boundary conditions (3.4), we expect that the solution of the dif-
ference AP should converge on any rectangle (0, X) × (-_, _) to the corresponding fragment of
such a solution to the nonhomogeneous counterpart of (3.2a) that satisfies (3.2b). (The RHS that
would make (3.2a) nonhomogeneous is compactly supported.) Therefore, we can choose the values
hx, by, and Y such that the AP solution obtained in D_, for some compactly supported RHS will
be arbitrarily close on (0, X) × (-_, _) D Di_ to a function that can be (smoothly and uniquely)
complemented on the entire R 2 to the vanishing at infinity solution of the inhomogeneous counter-
part to (3.2a) that is generated by the same P_HS. A detailed discussion of the type of convergence
introduced above, as well as some estimates connecting h_, h_ and Y, are contained in [25].
In summary, we can say that instead of analytically transferring the boundary conditions from
infinity to some closed finite boundary (e.g., the circle in (1.5) or the sphere in (2.3)), we now
semi-analytically transfer boundary condition (3.2b) from infinity to OD_ (see Figure 3.1) so that
the solution to the AP on any fixed neighborhood of Di,_ can be as close to the solution of the
inhomogeneous system (3.2a) (with the same compactly supported RHS) as desired. Clearly, con-
sideration of the convergence only on some finite neighborhood of Din presents no loss of generality
from the standpoint of constructing the DPM-based ABC's. Indeed, this neighborhood can always
be chosen to entirely contain F1, and the BEP is always formulated with respect to a function
concentrated near F. Therefore, the ABC's obtained on the basis of the AP formulated above can
be expected to be arbitrarily close to the exact ABC's. In other words, these ABC's meet the
aforementioned fundamental requirement: one should be able to uniquely complement the solution
calculated inside the finite computational domain to its infinite exterior so that the original problem
is solved within the desired accuracy.
The solution to the difference AP can be easily computed by means of the Fourier technique.
The type of boundary conditions (3.4) (which are imposed separately for each wavenumber k) makes
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this choiceof numericalmethodmostappropriate.In sodoing,onemustsolvesystem(3.3)-(3.4)
for all k, k = -J,..., J. We now briefly describe the fast algorithm for solving (3.3)-(3.4); this
algorithm is delineated by Ryaben'kii and Tsynkov [91].
Denote by C the linear space of eight-component complex-valued vectors; ^0 ^0Vm, k E C, E Cgrn ,k
Vm, k. Conditions (3.4a) and (3.4b) select the subspaces C- C C and C + C C, respectively;
clearly, C- N C + = 0, C = C- @ C +. Those solutions to the homogeneous counterpart of (3.3)
that decrease as m ---. -oo belong to C- at each node. Analogously, those solutions to the
homogeneous counterpart of (3.3) that do not increase as m ----* +oo belong to C + at each node.
Since the algorithm for solving (3.3)-(3.4) is the same for all k, k = -J,..., J, we drop the
subscript k hereafter (as well as the "hat" ^ and the superscript 0, for simplicity).
Let us now specify vt0 = 0 (the superscript I means left) and "integrate" (3.3) from left to right,
(3.5a) v,t Im -Q + A-lgm m = 1 M,= Vrn_ 1 , , • . .,
implementing the projection
1 vtl vttl 1 vttl(3.5b) vm= m- _, vmEC +, ,_EC-,
onto the subspace C + at each step. Clearly, for any vd,_ the representation Vdm = V_m+ v"lm (see
(3.5b)) is unique. Analogously, let v_/ = 0 (the superscript r means right) and "integrate" (3.3)
from right to left,
(3.6a) tr _Q-1 rvm_l= vm + B-lgm, re=M,...,1,
(3.6b) T ,T ,_ T ,,_ C+"Vm_l = V m_l -- V re_l, Vm_l E C- _ v m-1 E
tr
Representation (3.6b) is also unique (for any v m-l)"
The following proposition has been proven in [91]:
de/ r l O< m< M, is the solution to (3.3)PROPOSITION 3.1. The vector-function vm = vm + vm,
that satisfies (3.4).
The stability of the computational process (3.5)-(3.6) has been justified in [91] as well. It is
also important to note that procedures (3.5) and (3.6) are both numerically cheap because they
each require only two eighth-order matrix-vector multiplications at each step. The total cost is,
therefore, O(M) operations for each k, k = -J,..., J.
As soon as we formulate an AP with the desirable behavior of the solution in the far field
and develop the numerical algorithm for solving this AP, further construction of the generalized
potential, the BEP, and finally, the ABC's, is straightforward. Basically, to obtain the discrete
BEP the same steps that were described in Section 2 for the continuous Laplace equation should
be repeated here for the specific finite-difference analogue to (3.2a). Then, the BEP is solved by
means of some variational technique. In other words, for any distribution of u, v, p, and p along
F, we find a continuation of these data to the grid boundary 7 that satisfies the BEP. Since the
continuation from r to 7 is constructed on the basis of the Taylor expansion, then by solving the
BEP we simply express normal derivatives of the solution on I" in terms of boundary values of the
solution itself. Finally, we use the grid density obtained (i.e., the solution to the BEP) to construct
the generalized potential; the values of this potential are then interpolated from the Cartesian AP
grid to I'1. This process provides us with the desirable ABC's, details of the procedure briefly
described above can be found in [1, 25]. We only note that because the entire procedure is based
on the linear formulation of the problem, the ABC's can be finally obtained in a matrix form
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(3.7) u r_ = T u r'
whichmakestheir implementationsimplefrom analgorithmicstandpointandconvenientfor prac-
tical computing.In (3.7),u r representsthe entirevectorof u, v, p, and p along F, u I representsF1
an analogous vector of unknowns along rl, and T is the operator (matrix) of boundary conditions
that is calculated on the basis of the solution to the corresponding difference BEP.
Let us now make a few remarks. First, formulation of the problem presented above deals with
the true molecular Reynolds number and, therefore, does not account for turbulence. However,
turbulent flows are undoubtedly most interesting for applications. Therefore, we qualitatively
describe the far-field turbulent flow as a laminar flow of model fluid with a new "effective" viscosity
(Boussinesq). An effective viscosity is chosen so that the corresponding model laminar solution
coincides in the far field with an original turbulent wake-type solution. We also use Clauser's
conjecture to obtain a specific value of the constant in the expression for the effective viscosity and
Tucker's conjecture to account for the compressibility. A detailed description of this approximate
approach for treating the turbulence in the far field can be found in the work of Tsynkov, Turkel,
and Abarbanel [90]. Numerical results from [90] corroborate the statement that if applied in the far
field the concept of effective turbulent viscosity can provide accurate computations without making
the ABC's more cumbersome.
Second, the computation of boundary condition (3.7) (more precisely, the computation of
matrix T from (3.7)) can be easily parallelized on a multi-processor machine. Indeed, the one-
dimensional difference boundary-value problems (3.3)-(3.4) that correspond to different wavenum-
bers k are obviously independent; therefore, they can be solved simultaneously on different pro-
cessors of a parallel computer. This approach was practically implemented on an eight-processor
CRAY Y-MP; such a parallelization appears to reduce the wall-clock time required for calculation
of ABC (3.7) by approximately a factor of 5.
Third, rather than using the uniform grid and the discrete Fourier transform with respect to y,
the stretched grid and, accordingly, the expansion with respect to a skew basis can be implemented.
Numerical experiments (see below) indicate that with this approach high accuracy of the final results
can still be maintained and, at the same time, the computer effort required to calculate the ABC's
can be drastically decreased.
Referring the reader to the original papers [25], [1], [90], and [91] for more details regarding the
construction of the DPM-based ABC's for viscous flow computations, we now present some results of
the numerical experiments with boundary conditions (3.7). We have combined the ABC (3.7) with a
second-order finite-volume code [26, 27, 28] by Jameson, Schmidt, Turkel, and Swanson. The code is
intended for calculating steady solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations; it uses multigrid iterations
based on Runge-Kutta time stepping. The original (henceforth referred to as standard) treatment of
the external boundary in the code [26, 27, 28] is local; this treatment is based on the extrapolation
of characteristic and/or physical variables; the point-vortex correction can be employed as well.
We have conducted a series of computations for different subsonic and transonic, laminar and
turbulent flows around different airfoils. The results obtained in using the noulocal ABC (3.7) were
compared with those obtained on the basis of standard local boundary conditions with or without
the point-vortex correction. The parameters of the specific computational variants, as well as the
corresponding results, are reported in [1, 90]. The general conclusion that can be drawn from
analyzing these results is that the nonlocal DPM-based ABC's enable one to essentially shrink (by
more than a factor of 10) the computational domain preserving the accuracy of computations or,
conversely, to noticeably improve the accuracy for a fixed domain, i.e., keeping the computational
cost at the same level.
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In Table3.1, weshowsomerecentresultsthat arenot includedin our previouswork. Here,
wecomparethe solutions(specifically,the dynamiclift Cl, dynamic drag Cd, and full drag CD
coefficients of a lifting airfoil under the non-zero angle of attack a) obtained for computational
domains of different sizes and for different types of ABC's, namely, nonlocal boundary conditions
(3.7) and the point-vortex model. (For convenience, Table 3.1 presents both the actual values of
Cl, Cd, and CD and the relative errors with respect to the corresponding asymptotic value; the
latter is calculated for a domain with an "average radius" of 50 chords for each type of the ABC's.)
TABLE 3.1
Comparison with point-vortex (p.-v.) model for RAE28P$ airfoil; M0 = 0.73; Re0 = 6.5 - 106; a = 2.79°; basic
grid 640 x 128 nodes; normal spacing 0.5 • 10 -5 .
Domain "radius" 3 chords 8 chords 50 chords










































One can easily see that the asymptotic (50 chords) values of Cl, Cd, and CD that correspond to
the different types of ABC's are close to one another. However, as the artificial boundary approaches
the airfoil, the discrepancy between the results produced by the two types of boundary conditions
grows. We emphasize that the lift coefficients for both types of ABC's are fairly stable with respect
to the change in the size of the computational domain. As concerns the drag coefficient, it remains
stable only for nonlocal ABC's (3.7) (which are close to the exact ABC's) and deteriorates for
the point-vortex boundary conditions. This behavior is reasonable because lift actually drives the
point-vortex model and drag is not taken into account by this model at all.
Another important aspect of implementation of nonlocal ABC's (3.7) is the influence they exert
on the convergence rate of the multigrid iteration procedure. For some computational variants, the
convergence for the DPM-based boundary conditions is up to 3 times faster than the convergence
for a standard local technique. An example is shown in Figure 3.2, in which convergence dynam-
ics relevant to the two types of ABC's for the computation of a laminar subsonic flow past the
NACA0012 airfoil are compared. Other examples can be found in [1, 90].
Finally, we note that boundary conditions (3.7) may also improve the robustness of the entire
computational procedure. Indeed, the original iteration procedure [26, 27, 28] is rather sensitive
to a number of factors that influence convergence (e.g., some geometric properties of the grid, as
well as some iteration parameters). For certain computational variants, non]ocal ABC's (3.7) can
ensure good convergence when the standard procedure simply fails to converge. Again, specific
examples can be found in [1, 90].
We should also note that the computational cost of ABC's (3.7) themselves is not high. Gener-
ally, this expense never exceeds 10% of the overall cost of the computation. Clearly, in the case of
strong convergence acceleration much can be gained from using the DPM-based ABC's. However,
even if the convergence acceleration is not as drastic as that shown in Figure 3.2, an additional 10%
is still an acceptable cost increase if one takes into account the possibility to improve the accuracy
and to use smaller computational domains.
Summarizing our experience in developing and implementing nonlocal DPM-based ABC's, we
can say that the approach appears most promising in constructing effective and robust numerical
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FIG. 3.2. Convergence history (log IIp,-,,,a_,,_llL_ versus number o/multigrid cycles} ]or NACAO012 airfoil;
Mo = 0.63; a = 2"; Re = 5000; average radius of computational domain is approximately 6 chords.
algorithms for solving external flow problems. The geometric universality of this method along
with the algorithmic simplicity of its implementation on one hand, and the high accuracy of the
obtained results on the other hand can make it an effective tool in modern CFD.
There are several possible extensions of the described approach. The one most demanded
by current computational practice is an extension to 3D steady-state flows. Although relevant
experiments have not yet been conducted, such an extension seems feasible. The general framework
of the algorithm would remain the same. As concerns the technical portion, it would certainly
become more cumbersome in particular because of the need to consider 2D surfaces rather than
1D curves a_ artificial boundaries. However, highly accurate and robust ABC's may be even more
crucial for computations in three dimensions than in two dimensions since in three dimensions there
are, generally speaking, no simple models, such as the point-vortex model, that can noticeably
improve the results provided by standard local techniques.
Another interesting area is the combined implementation of nonlocal ABC's and multigrid
iteration procedures. As mentioned above, our computations [1] and the computations by Ferm
[24] confirm that the nonlocal ABC's can be particularly effective if used in combination with
multigrid. However, many modern multigrid techniques in CFD are often not optimal themselves.
A massive effort is currently underway toward the construction of new discretizations that may
improve the efficiency of multigrid solvers. Development of highly accurate boundary conditions
may essentially contribute to achieving this goal.
However, the most challenging problem in our opinion is the extension of the DPM-based
approach to the treatment of unsteady flows. A particular class of such problems, specifically,
the flows that oscillate in time, has been studied by Tsynkov [92]. In practice, this formulation
originates from the well-known problem of an oscillating airfoil or from the problem of the time-
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periodic injection of fluid into the boundary layer, which according to the experimental data of
Seifert et al. [93] may essentially improve the performance of airfoil. In [92], we linearize the
governing equations in the far field and then, since the main frequency is known, implement the
Fourier transform in time. If the problem is already discretized in time, then we end up with a
finite family of steady-state problems (generally speaking, with complex coefficients); each of these
problems can be treated in a way analogous to the one described above. Additionally, we provide
in [92] a more thorough study of the solvability of AP and propose a new technique for practically
setting the DPM-based ABC's; this new technique does not require solution of the BEP. Obviously,
the nonlocal character of the ABC's [92] in time is restricted by the value of one period. Moreover,
the theoretical analysis in [92] is in a sense less cumbersome than the analysis in [17] because at
the end we deal with stationary rather than general time-dependent equations. Therefore, we can
say that the time-periodic case occupies an intermediate position between steady-state and truly
time-dependent problems. In regard to the latter, the primary difficulty is how to effectively "cut
off the tail" in time. This issue is the subject of a future investigation.
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